In many industries, the demand for faster time to market, design optimization, and cost reduction is driving the rapid adoption of workstation products. Not long ago, workstations were reserved for high-end design work such as complex mechanical assemblies, architecture, and aerospace design. Today, workstations are used in every major industry for tasks ranging from financial modeling to medical diagnostics. Workstations have become standard equipment for engineers, content creators, analysts, and others who need the highest levels of performance, visualization, and data integrity.

Increasingly, design professionals and engineers are using Intel® Xeon® processor-based workstations to create, test, and modify new ideas almost as fast as they can think of them. Derived from server processors, workstation processors typically are optimized for higher frequency, improved graphics, and application certification for better performance and reliability.

Selecting the Right Platform

**Intel® Xeon® Processor E5-2600 Family**

- *Highest Performance and Maximum Memory*
- Accelerate discovery and improve your innovation throughput.

The Intel® Xeon® processor E5-2600 v3 product family is designed to solve your biggest problems fast. With support for two processors, it can power integrated design software that combines creation with analysis, simulation, rendering or ray-tracing requirements.

**Intel® Xeon® Processor E5-1600 Family**

- *Increased Expandability, Incremental Performance*
- Supplying the bandwidth and capacity you need to explore larger projects.

The Intel® Xeon® processor E5-1600 v3 product family is Intel's most robust processor for single-processor workstations. It offers larger cache, more cores, more memory and more I/O than any other Intel® Xeon® processor designed for a single-socket workstation.

**Intel® Xeon® Processor E3-1200 v3 Family**

- *Expanded Feature Set vs. Desktop*
- The workstation advantage that just replaced your business desktop.

The Intel® Xeon® processor E3-1200 v3 product family brings entry-level workstation performance to designers, engineers, and others who thought such capabilities were out of reach. With Intel® HD Graphics P4600 built in, this processor delivers the visual performance and quality demanded for professional-grade CAD and media/entertainment applications.
When Your Work Really Matters, Protect It with ECC Memory
Recent studies from Google and others suggest that as many as one in three computers will experience a memory error. Lambda Diode suggests that a computer has as much as a 96% percent chance of having a bit error in three days without ECC RAM.

The impact of a memory error can vary from hardly noticeable to catastrophic:
- A memory error changes the tone of one pixel of color — no big deal.
- A memory error causes a program to crash — annoying hours of lost productivity as you recreate your work.
- A memory error corrupts irreplaceable customer data or design details — disaster!

Intel® vPro™ Technology
Now, the entire line of Intel Xeon processor-based workstations offers the hardware-assisted security and manageability of Intel® vPro™ technology. Protecting workstations and securing data are among the great challenges facing modern businesses. Intel vPro technology is built into these Intel Xeon processors, Intel® chipsets, and network adapters serving the workstation market to simplify and accelerate these critical IT functions.

Moving Data – Processing More – Helping You Innovate Faster
What makes Intel Xeon processor-based workstations so powerful? It is not just about adding more computational cores, it is about a powerful infrastructure that accelerates the opportunity for processors and cores to act on data and change it into actionable information faster than ever before. The Intel® Xeon® processor E3 and E5 product families include the following technologies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURE</th>
<th>IMPACT AND BENEFIT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bi-directional on processor die high-bandwidth/low-latency cache buses</td>
<td>Accelerate data availability to the processing cores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larger L3 caches</td>
<td>Help accelerate the accessibility of constantly used data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel® Data Direct I/O (Intel® DDIO)</td>
<td>Build on Intel® IIO to allow Intel® Ethernet controllers to route I/O traffic directly to processor cache, saving power and improving Intel® I/O latency by up to 2.3x.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel® Integrated I/O (Intel® IIO)</td>
<td>Intel® Integrated I/O saves power, reduces latency, and delivers data to the processor up to 30% faster. More than twice the available PCIe* lanes provides greater flexibility for I/O devices and provides support for PCI Gen 3 that can increase I/O performance by up to 2x.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel® Advanced Vector Extensions (Intel® AVX)</td>
<td>Improved floating point performance of image, video, audio processor applications, and 3D modeling apps by up to 2x.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel® Rapid Storage Technology</td>
<td>Improved performance of disk-intensive retrieval applications such as simulation and video editing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel® Turbo Boost Technology 2.0</td>
<td>Dynamically increased core frequencies beyond rated values during peak workloads for additional performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel® HD Graphics P4600 (Intel® Xeon® processor E3-12X5 v3 family)</td>
<td>Enhanced graphics capability for CAD and high-performance video editing professionals when processor and graphics are integrated on top of the same processor die.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intel® Advanced Encryption Standards-New Instructions (Intel® AES-NI)</td>
<td>Intel AES-NI accelerates and strengthens encryption to enable faster and more secure online transactions and improved data protection. Implement encryption pervasively to protect your business using compatible software from leading vendors such as Oracle, Microsoft, and McAfee.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These technologies deliver overall value by engineering complete, highly optimized platform solutions. The Intel® C600 series chipset and Intel® 10 Gigabit Ethernet solutions, for example, help to ensure high performance across diverse workloads and provide advanced functionality, such as integrated serial attached SCSI (SAS) and Fiber Channel over Ethernet (FCoE). Explore more what-if scenarios and arrive at new insights faster than ever before.

Comparisons based on Intel® Xeon® processor E5-1600 v3-based workstation vs. 4-year-old machine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Speed Access</th>
<th>Faster</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical Computing</td>
<td>4.1x</td>
<td>Faster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Services</td>
<td>3.4x</td>
<td>Faster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
<td>3.7x</td>
<td>Faster</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Speeds up to 4x faster than your 4-year-old workstation

Comparisons based on Intel® Xeon® processor E5-1600 v3-based workstation vs. 4-year-old machine
The Intel Xeon processor E3-1200 v3 product family-based entry-level workstation brings workstation performance to designers, engineers, and others who might have thought this level of speed and capacity was out of reach. This processor product family is built on Intel’s industry-leading 22nm process using 3D Tri-Gate transistor technology with graphics capabilities built right into the processor. Intel® HD Graphics P4600 supports 2.5x more execution units than were used in the Intel® HD Graphics P3000 to deliver the visual performance and quality demanded by professional-grade CAD and media/entertainment applications.

Intel® Xeon® Processor E3-1200 v3 Product Family with Intel® HD Graphics P4600

The Intel Xeon processor E3-1200 v3 product family-based entry-level workstation brings workstation performance to designers, engineers, and others who might have thought this level of speed and capacity was out of reach. This processor product family is built on Intel’s industry-leading 22nm process using 3D Tri-Gate transistor technology with graphics capabilities built right into the processor. Intel® HD Graphics P4600 supports 2.5x more execution units than were used in the Intel® HD Graphics P3000 to deliver the visual performance and quality demanded by professional-grade CAD and media/entertainment applications. Intel HD Graphics P4600 processor-based graphics will support Microsoft’s DirectX11 standard, OpenGL 4.0 and OpenCL 1.2. This new processor also includes memory technology (Error-Correcting Code) that improves data integrity and uptime.

In addition to setting new standards for performance and capability, this entry-level workstation based on the Intel Xeon processor E3-1200 v3 product family includes Intel vPro technology for secure manageability to match any PC in your organization.

Many hotel chains prefer to centrally manage signage systems to ensure uniformity and reduce onsite technical personnel. This lowers maintenance costs, creating uniformity across systems. AOpen’s MP57-D with Intel vPro technology provides such capabilities. Using a third-party vendor’s central management console, the AOpen solution using Intel® Active Management Technology (Intel® AMT) can remotely discover computing assets, heal systems regardless of state, and protect against malicious software attacks. The advanced management capabilities of an Intel vPro technology-enabled AOpen system can help lower power consumption, reduce the number of expensive onsite repairs, and track inventory without physical interaction.

Learn More
Choosing the right workstation is a smart investment that can accelerate how you create, test, and optimize your ideas. Find more information and resources at www.intel.com/go/workstation.
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